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About This Game

The planet is being attacked and it will take a bodaciously bad-ass cursor pilot to blast the scum to whence it came! Dodge, dip,
duck, click and point your way to glory in the most gnarly retro-arcade death trap that you are likely to ever play! Point Perfect
will put that "I'm a real PC gamer" attitude to the ultimate test and might make you cry a little in the process. But fear not young

pilot, because with great challenge comes even greater glory and nerdy bragging rights! For a select few it will even mean
graduating from the prestigious Point Perfect University of Aeronautics. Which of course includes a printable diploma that you

can hang on your wall to make Mom proud!

Features

Procedurally generated levels means no game is quite the same!

Over 20 bosses that can evolve new attacks and patterns for you to adapt.

24 trophies to unlock as well as a secret game mode.

Get trolled! Point Perfect will test you to the limit and make fun of you if you fail!

Steam achievements

Trading cards
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Publisher:
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Hellpu. Tjis game is not good. I am disapointed with everything in this game. :(. I genuinely love this game! It somehow
manages to combine RPG, monster collection, stratagy, crafting and farming into one neat package. True, some of the graphics
are a little rough, but I think this is a game that values story and gameplay over pretty graphics.

A brilliant example of what you can do in RPG maker!. This is a first person horror game, You play as a girl named Mia, who is
bald headed and completely naked throughout the whole game, she's trapped in a dark and creepy place with lots of naked
mannequins and has to solve a bunch of irritating puzzles to escape. There is no save feature instead the game auto saves every
time Mia advances to the next area. Mia will carry a flashlight which will frequently need new batteries to keep working, you'll
find batteries every time you enter a new area. If the flashlight isn't working pressing the O button gives Mia a brief flash of
light, if you hate puzzles or nudity then don't play this.. Just Love this game its a bit Tricky but FUN!!!
Hope to see more frome the Devs. I bought the game on discount and yet I still do not recommend buying it, even if it is on a
discount. The game is pretty boring and has lots of dumb jokes which aren't funny at all if you ask me. Do not waste your time
and money on this game.. i love this game its fun and challenging. The sounds, the graphics, and the mechanics in this game are
all so utterly generic. I just can\u2019t into it.
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I bought this game because remember playing it on my nan's old office laptop when I was younger (14 now) and I wanted to
play it on my computer for old times sake, the problem is that you can't. it only runs on the older computers.... altitude is a good
game. Works with Oculus. Very basic game of shooting basketballs and shooting a gun.
Targets are stationary at first in both then move to make it more difficult. Use site on gun.
Needs added content . Good for a few minutes.. Cute game, fun but not recommended for casual play. Kinda too hard if you
think this is just a normal puzzle game. Sometimes you need a good logical thinking and fast hand. Otherwise you'll get
frustrated.. When a decent game dies, so a ♥♥♥♥♥ier game can be worked on (♥♥♥♥ing second life). Beautiful graphics,
bug free, solid puzzles. It's a little short, but I'd rather pay for quality than quantity. The narrator is a bit annoying, but that's
really the only bad part.. I bought this game from the steam store in December 2012.
In August 2014 they made it free and took it out of my steam library.
This has put an end to my steam game collecting hobby.
Someone's thoughtless behaviour has spoiled my fun and I'm not happy.

original review:
Innovative and fun shoot 'em up.
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